Art News…
Importance of the
Playing & Imagination !
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Summer is around the corner as our
kids will constantly remind us. The
goal here is to help them get ready
for a great summer by finishing out
the school year strong. Don’t get me
wrong kids. Play is vital to the very
development of imagination and
creativity. Don’t forget though that
you have to complete your school
education through May.
Education may not be as fun for
some as say a picnic in the park, or
a family movie day out, but you will
always have the opportunity to learn
ff you pay attention to the world
around you. That is why ―playing‖ is
truly a necessity to everyone’s
development into adulthood. Many
adults have a tendency to forget
that as kids they loved to play.
Sometimes we need reminding too.
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Activity 10Practice drawing the comic panel
Next to the real one here.

In the meantime, have fun by
adding your own joke to the
word balloons between the
two boys.

Practice Drawing the
shapes, angles, and the
perspectives in this case
of …. Funny Comic !

Stick Art – JB 2011
― Tribute to Fun ―

